
Lizania Cruz&#8217;s Obituaries of the American Dream: 1931-2020, commissioned for El Museo del Barrio&#8217;s ESTAMOS BIEN: LA TRIENAL 20/21 (all images courtesy of the artist and El Museo del Barrio)When
did the proverbial American dream &#8212; the myth of equal opportunity in the US &#8212; die for you? For Julia Justo, it happened the moment she realized she was working 50 hours a week but was still unable to
save for her future. For artist Anjelic E. Owens, it was in grad school in New York, when she was working so much to afford her materials that she couldn&#8217;t find the time to create art. For Christian MÃ¡rtir, a Puerto
Rican musician: The day I was born, in an American colony.These and other testimonies are recorded in a new online project by artist Lizania Cruz titled Obituaries of the American Dream: 1931-2020.Â Commissioned for
El Museo del Barrio&#8217;s ESTAMOS BIEN: LA TRIENAL 20/21, curated by Rodrigo Moura, Susanna Temkin, and Elia Alba, the website is modeled after the obituary pages of a newspaper, with vertical columns of
text against a black background. Instead of mourning individuals, however, each notice announces the passing of a typical American fantasy for non-im/migrants and im/migrants around the world. Each obituary
announces the death of the American fantasy that with enough work and dedication, anyone can succeed.I was already thinking about our vision of work and individualism and I was also reading Judith Butler on
nonviolence and this idea of interdependency. That was at the beginning of the pandemic, Cruz said. Then George Floyd happened.The mirage of upward mobility may be long dead, but Cruz&#8217;s project anchors its
demise in the names and lived experiences of real people. More than 40 submissions on the site so far relate intimate stories of injustices large and small that tangibly illustrate how factors like race, gender, class, and
language &#8212; among many others &#8212; limit access to opportunity in a country whose leader still denies systemic inequities.More than 40 submissions on the site so far relate intimate stories of injustices large
and small.In her own obituary for the project, Cruz says her American dream died of Covid-19 complications.It was through the pandemic that I realized the failure of our current value on work and individualism, she writes.
I knew the system wasnâ€™t created for a person like me but, somehow, I believed the idea that through my hard work and my exceptionalism I could make it through. As we were all forced to pause, I could see clearly
that I was wrong.At the onset of the coronavirus outbreak in New York City, the former epicenter of the epidemic, Cruz began reflecting on the people considered essential &#8212; and how many of them lacked proper
equipment, healthcare, and other protections.Â For me, this idea of work, and kind of considering the value of work versus human life, really shifted second week of shutdowns, she said. As with every process, and
because we were living through this moment of collective grief, I thought, we need to grieve and mourn this idea in order to reconsider what a new way of interdependency would be like.The project&#8217;s call for
submissions will remain open through the end of the year, and anyone can contribute.The title of the work references the year 1931, when writer and historian James Truslow Adams coined the term American dream in
his book The Epic of America.Â Throughout my practice, Iâ€™m interested in how we can anchor these ideals in historical moments, and thatâ€™s why I chose 1931, said Cruz. But a lot of my friends who are Black
Americans told me, &#8216;This thing never existed for me,&#8217; which I understand.The project&#8217;s call for submissions will remain open for the next two months, and anyone can contribute. You can share your
story here. Cruz&#8217;s vision for the work includes a physical exhibition of the printed obituaries, to take place at El Museo next year.Obituaries of the American Dream: 1931-2020Â continues online through the end of
the year.  Candice Lin (photo by Georgia Arnold)Welcome to the 30th installment of Meet LAâ€™s Art Community. Check out our past interviewsÂ here.This week I interview the artist Candice Lin, whose multimedia
installations, drawings, and videos often draw on living materials and processes like mold, mushrooms, bacteria, fermentation, and stains.Â In particular, Lin is interested in materials (including insects and plants) that are
wrapped up in histories of colonialism, slavery, and migration. As she shares in the interview below, she likes to keepÂ multiple jars of things always fermenting or steeping, watching them evolve, without any end goal or
outcome in mind.Also in this interview, Lin offers a sneak peek of the artworks she will exhibit at the Gwangju Biennial (which was postponed from this year to the next) and in her first museum solo show at the Walker Art
Center.*Â  Â *Â  Â *Candice Lin, System for a Stain (2016), commissioned by Gasworks, installation view, A materialist history of contagion, Walter Phillips Gallery, Banff Centre for the Arts and Creativity, Alberta,
Canada, 2019 (photo by Jessica Wittman, courtesy the artist)Where were you born?Â I was born in Concord, Massachusetts but I moved after I was a year old to Portland, Oregon, where I grew up.How long have you
been living in Los Angeles?Â Iâ€™ve been living in Los Angeles since 2005.What&#8217;s your first memory of seeing art?Â I grew up without much exposure to art beyond a class field trip or two to the local Portland Art
Museum. I remember being very drawn to illustrations in books, in particular the images of old engravings that were printed in our World Book Encyclopedia set.Do you like to photograph the art you see? If so, what
device do you use to photograph?Â No, Iâ€™m not on social media (which seems to be a main motivator for people to photograph things), and I donâ€™t really photograph anything or anyone except my cat Roger when
the feeling of love overtakes me and the act of photographing him repetitively (bad photos, all similar) is somehow an impulse to express this boundless love in a containable form. Sometimes I take notes on artists or
artworks I want to remember and will take a picture of the wall label to help me remember.What was your favorite exhibition in Los Angeles this year?Â Well, this year has certainly been a strange year, to put it in an
understatement, and the seeing of art in person was very much curtailed between March and late summer in Los Angeles. Right before lock down, I saw and loved Todd Grayâ€™s show Euclidean Gris GrisÂ at the
Pomona Art Museum and was sad it closed early in March due to COVID-19, as I wanted to go back and spend more time with it. And then I didnâ€™t see any art for months, but I just visited Commonwealth and Council
which has two solo shows of Jen Smith and Eddie Aparicio. I love the way Jen Smith is always thinking through the future circulation and life of her textile and craft-based works, and was new to Eddie Aparicioâ€™s work,
which were these hauntingly beautiful rubber skins of graffiti-marked trees adorned with dangling bits of broken, colored glass shards and glazed ceramics.What&#8217;s the best book you&#8217;ve read recently?As a
roundabout answer to this question, I read Lisa Loweâ€™sÂ The Intimacies of Four ContinentsÂ in 2015 when it came out and it shaped the 2016 installation I made at Gasworks, A System for a Stain, and made me
realize that the slowly growing stain itself was enough in itself. Iâ€™ve been recently reading her older book, Immigrant Acts, as I was researching ideas of citizenship, histories of Asian immigration, and the racialization
of language around disease, purity, and contamination. She never fails to give me a deep-seated feeling of elation when I read her words â€” the breadth of her vision and the intricacy with which she ties together
disparate disciplines and histories while opening up avenues of thought for my artistic ideas. I feel so indebted to the generosity and expansiveness of her writing and scholarship.Do you prefer to see art alone or with
friends?Â Alone.What are you currently working on?Â Iâ€™m currently working on several large-scale textile works: a woven tapestry curtain for the Gwangju Biennial that is patterned with rare animals that only exist in
the DMZ. And Iâ€™m working on an indigo-dyed cotton tent that is held up by figurative demon/animal ceramic pillars that have an herbal steam emitting from their mouths and orifices. The indigo installation is for an
exhibition opening next summer at the Walker Art Center and Harvard Universityâ€™s Carpenter Center for Visual Arts. And Iâ€™ve also been in quarantine-mode, making a lot of drawings and paintings of my beloved,
Roger.What is one accomplishment that you are particularly proud of?Â As a teacher and someone who sometimes gives public lectures, Iâ€™ve had to overcome my fear of speaking to large groups, which used to make
me so nervous and afraid.Where do you turn to for inspiration for your projects?Â I am always experimenting with materials in a tactile, embodied way in the studio or even in my kitchen and domestic life. I have multiple
jars of things always fermenting or steeping, and I like trying new materials and processes without any end goal or outcome in mind. Iâ€™m inspired by the natural world often â€” plants and fungi and colorful molds that
grow in my home and the colors and hands-on feeling of earth and clay. Lately Iâ€™ve been fermenting clay and experimenting with dyeing with it in a mordant-based process along with the indigo dyeing Iâ€™ve been
doing with a rice-paste resist. I find the way properties of different materials interact to be endlessly fascinating in a way that always leads to further experiments.  ï»¿Starting off as an abstract expressionist before going
on to become a pioneer in photorealism, Audrey Flack has had a highly varied artistic career over her 88 years. The upcoming documentary Queen of Hearts: Audrey Flack, directed by Deborah Shaffer (winner of the
Oscar for Best Documentary Short for 1985&#8217;s Witness to War) and co-directed by Rachel Reichman, traces this path and follows the artist as she looks in new directions. For the first time, Flack also opens up
about many aspects of her personal life, particularly her relationship with her autistic child. Hyperallergic has the exclusive debut of the film&#8217;s trailer. Flack&#8217;s bluntness and wry humor is on full display, both
about her work and her experiences under the patriarchal confines of the art world.Poster for Queen of Hearts: Audrey Flack (2020), dir. Deborah Shaffer &amp; Rachel Reichman (courtesy Foundry)Queen of Hearts:
Audrey Flack opens in virtual cinemas November 13.  FromÂ A Matter of Life and DeathÂ (1946), dir. Michael Powell &amp; Emeric Pressburger (image courtesy Criterion)People tend to pay special attention to horror
movies during October, but there are plenty of non-spooky titles delving into the afterlife. Here are a few good ones that you can watch right now.A Matter of Life and DeathOne of the best works from legendary British
filmmaking duo Powell &amp; Pressburger, this 1946 classic features David Niven as an Royal Air Force (RAF) pilot who miraculously evades his predetermined death after being shot down. The Other World is still after
him, though, but he gets a chance to take the matter to court â€” on the grounds that, since he&#8217;s fallen in love, he deserves to continue on with his life. A beautiful, swooning film with a brilliant (and highly
influential) conception of the afterlife.Available on Classix.Â Defending Your LifeLeave it to Albert Brooks to make a very different spin on the idea of going on trial after death. Here, the worst thing that can happen to a
soul is reincarnation, having to go through all the bs of human life on Earth all over again. Instead, Brooks&#8217;s character is desperate to assert that he is free enough of mortal fears and concerns to continue on to the
next realm of existence. (Particularly since he&#8217;s fallen in love with Meryl Streep, who&#8217;s already bound for that realm.)Available on Criterion Channel and other platforms.CocoThis is the best film Pixar made
in the 2010s. (I see you,Â Inside OutÂ fans, but I do not acknowledge you.) Its evocative portrayal of an afterlife inspired by the culture of Mexico is also a parable for how the true afterlife is how we remember the people
we knew and loved after they are gone. The result is a gorgeous-looking, fantastically animated adventure that earns its biggest heartwarming moments without ever pandering to kids.Available on Disney+ and other
platforms.  Brice Marden, â€œ3â€• (1987-1988), oil on linen, 84 3/16 x 60 1/16 inches (Â© The Baltimore Museum of Art / Brice Marden)AÂ letter sent last week to the state of Maryland demanding an investigation into
the Baltimore Museum of Art&#8217;s deaccessioni
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